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Question Skills Instruction Level B

PRETEST Answer Manual
Date

Task: Lesson & Text

Evidence of Time, Decisions,
Learning
Adjustments, Specific
students’ errors

Current Skills A:
Summer Camp is
fun!
Current Skills B: Bill
& Todd’s Trip
Teacher Preparation, based on students’ needs, past evidence of learning and
reading
Possible adjustments
Possible students with additional
1. Completion of one pretest
needs
2. Completion of multiple choice, one or both
pretests
3. Oral reading of text to class, small group or
individual students
4. Scribe written answers from oral responses
Teacher Notes after pretest, Students actual performance, difficult words…
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Pre-test and Post-test Administration Procedure
Pre-tests are found in the Pretest Booklet. Post-tests can be found in Book 6, Questions and
Answers. These should be administered separately, possibly on consecutive days. Rubrics for
consistent marking are included in the Teachers’ Pretest Manual and Teachers’ Learning
Progress Manuals.
There are two pretests, and these vary in difficulty.
Consider students’ history of learning over time rather than have students completing tasks that
are at a frustration level:
1. Consider previous evidence of individual student learning needs?
2. Decide if any students need extensive adjustments, with additional
support for decoding or writing, with Teacher Aide support, scribe?
• Names and adjustments to be noted.
3. Decide if any students might need additional time, and if this is practical
within your classroom setting? Names and adjustments to be noted.
DIRECTIONS
1. Write START TIME (and FINISH TIME) in student book.
Students are to be given 30mins approximately to complete each task. If your grade
decides to give some students extra time, then record how much extra time they take?
2. Please explain that this task will help them and you, the teacher, see what they can do
and things they need to work on in answering questions.
Also explain that it is OK if they don’t finish?
3. WRITE FINISH TIME as each student takes to complete the test in their BOOK.
4. Any student who requires assistance (include students with special needs) e.g. extra
time, reading of words in texts, reading of questions, scribe – NOTE this in Teacher
Manual or on the student’s test, or both.
5. Marked by teachers using rubrics, entered on spreadsheet. (Note: Some On My Own
questions may need team discussion around marking criteria, if student responses are
different from those included in the rubric. Add new responses so they can be kept for
future assessments)
6. School-based Decision: Results entered into an excel spreadsheet and emailed to
supervisor or coordinator.
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Current Skills A: Summer camp is fun!

The Brown family goes camping every summer. They
camp and by a river at the beach.
The trip to camp can take a long time. Jack and Lily
don’t like the long trip to camp. They can sleep on long
trips. They read books on long trips. As soon as they get
to camp, Jack and Lily meet new friends and play with
them.
There are some rules at camp. The rules help everyone
have fun. One rule is to keep quiet in the early mornings
because people sleep in on their holidays. The second
rule is not to run in other people’s camps.
There are many fun things to do at camp. At the camp,
Lily likes swimming in the pool. Jack likes fishing and
playing cricket.
They make new friends and have fun. Summer camp
makes great memories!
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Summer Camp is fun! Multiple Choice Answers

Question
1. As soon as
they get to
camp, what do
Jack and Lily do?
(RT)

Choices
a. As soon as they get to camp,
Jack and Lily read books.
b. As soon as they get to camp,
Jack and Lily always meet
friends.
c. As soon as they get to camp,
Jack and Lily always meet new
friends and play with them.

2. What do Jack
and Lily do on
the long trip to
camp? (TS
Pronoun)

a. Jack and Lily can sleep on long
trips.
b. Jack and Lily can sleep and
read books on long trips.
c. Jack and Lily read books on
long trips.

3. Why do you
think running in
people’s camps
is not good?
(OMO)

a. Running in people’s camps is
not fun and not good.
b. Running in people’s camps is
not good because it is silly.
c. Running in people’s
campsites is not good because
you can run into a fire, person
or things.
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Summer Camp is fun! Sentence Answer Rubric
Question

Correct

Half Correct

4. Where is
the camp?
(RT)

The camp is at
Beach or
the beach and by river
a river.
(only 1)

5. Why do
people need
to keep
quiet in the
early
mornings?
(RT)
6. How do
Jack and Lily
make
wonderful
memories?
(TS
Pronoun)

People need to
People are Anything
keep quiet in the on holiday else
early mornings
because people
sleep in on their
holidays.
Jack and Lily
make new friends
and have a great
time that makes
wonderful
memories!
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Incorrect

Anything
else e.g.
home, in a
tent

One: new Anything
friends OR else
have a
great time
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Current Skills B: Bill and Todd’s trip

Bill, Todd and Adam were friends. Adam lived at the
beach. Bill and Todd were going to Adam’s house for
the weekend. They were very excited.
As they left, Mum asked Bill if he had packed his
backpack. Bill said he had put in a hat and pants. He
was packing his drink.
Bill and Todd left for the trip. Bill and Todd went on a
bus. Adam and his dad met Bill and Todd at the bus
stop. They all walked to Adam’s house.
It was fun at Adam’s house. The swim at the beach
was the best. Adam’s dad put up a tent. Then, he got a
pizza for them. Bill, Todd and Adam slept in the tent.
Adam slept a bit. Bill and Todd didn’t sleep much. Bill
said his bed was lumpy. Todd said it was noisy because
the dog yapped. He said the crickets clicked, too.
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Bill & Todd’s Trip! Multiple Choice Answers

Question

Choices
a. Bill was going to Adam’s
1. Who was
house for the weekend.
going to Adam’s
b. Bill and Todd were going to
house for the
Adam’s house for the weekend.
weekend? (RT)
c. Todd was going to Adam’s
house for the weekend.

2. Why did
Todd not sleep
well in the tent?
(TS Pronoun)

a. Todd didn’t sleep because his
bed was lumpy.
b. Todd didn’t sleep because the
dog yapped.
c. Todd didn’t sleep because the
dog yapped and crickets
clicked.

3. Why do you
think Bill and
Todd might be
happy to be
home?
(OMO)

a. Bill and Todd were happy to be
home because it was not noisy.
b. Bill and Todd were happy to be
home because Adam’s place is
their home.
c. Bill and Todd were happy to be
home because they get pizza at
home.
d. Bill and Todd were happy to be
home because they were tired
and missed their parents.
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a. As they left, Bill’s mum asked if he

was ready.
b. As they left, Bill’s mum asked if Bill

had packed his backpack.
c. As they left, Bill’s mum asked if Bill
had a drink.
d. A they left, Bill’s mum asked if Bill
had a backpack.
Correct

Half Correct

5. What did
Adam’s dad got Food
Adam’s dad get a pizza for the
for the boys? (TS boys.

Incorrect

Anything
else

Pronoun)

6. What three
things did Bill
pack in his
backpack?

Bill packed hat, Bill packed
pants, drink.
(any 1 or 2
(Must have 3) things)

Nothing or
other things

7. Why did the
boys sleep in
the tent?
(OMO)

They slept in a tent for
fun,…They wanted it to
be a campout,
This was what they had
planned (Accept other
reasonable answers?)

Because they
were outside,
because it was a
trip,
they might get
wet in the rain

Nothing about
tents;
General ideas
about sleeping
They were tired,
too cold to sleep in
a tent, so they
could go swimming

8.What’s the
same about the
two texts,
Summer camp
& Bill & Todd’s
trip?

Both about
camping, both
have children
Both have fun…

Just one
thing?
Unsure how
else to
discriminate?

Anything not
the same? Eg
Both have
Bill???

(TS Number)
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